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          Space Invaders returns for Season 4 

          Watch extraordinary transformations and stylish inspirations as our products take centre stage in elevating homes to new heights. Get ready for an exciting season of innovative renovations and design adventures.

          Learn More arrow_forward
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          Embrace the Industrial Style 

          Ready to see how our range of products can elevate your Industrial-inspired home? Press the button below to watch our film and discover how to create a space that perfectly blends raw beauty with functionality. Let's bring your vision to life!

          Learn More arrow_forward
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          Haven - The Hampton's Inspired Entry Range

          We're delighted to introduce our newest range of entrance doors... Meet the Haven range!

          Learn More arrow_forward
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          Frontier Barn Door Sliding System

          A range of doors & a stylish track system to help you achieve a gorgeous barn door look

          Learn More arrow_forward
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          We are hiring...........

          We are seeking bright, happy and highly motivated people

          Learn More arrow_forward
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          WE ARE MORE THAN DOORS......

          Watch Sarah & Heather from Oak & Orange share tips on achieving their much-loved design styles with Hume.

          Learn More arrow_forward
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          Hume Catalogue

          Product catalogue. Click here to download.
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          Experience the Coastal Charm

          Introducing the Elite VJ. A sleek and durable range of aluminium doors designed to bring the timeless elegance of the Hamptons look to your home.

          Learn More arrow_forward
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          The Elite Aluminium Range 

          The Elite Aluminium Range is sleek, durable and effective in any weather-exposed situations.

          Learn More arrow_forward
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          Panel One

          Laminated Timber Panels - Ideal for shelving, benchtops & furniture applications

          Learn More arrow_forward
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          Warrior Plywood

          Structural & Non Structural

          Learn More arrow_forward
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                Entrance more_vert

                Beauty is inherent in an optimised design. The styling and visual language of our entrance doors is inspired by design trends, innovations and advancements within the building sector. The Hume entrance range has been created with an optimised visual design that is clean, strong and beautiful to look at.
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                Internal more_vert

                Our no compromise philosophy and courageous approach to the design and the build of our internal doors will result in a spectacular architectural statement for your home. Visually impactful and meticulously designed to inspire and motivate, start the transformation with the Hume Internal range.
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                Door Systems more_vert

                Every Door System we create starts with an aim. A stated objective that defines each system. We aim to create the most exciting, technologically advanced and accomplished products for your home. With the aim established, our design team then consider, in meticulous detail, how to achieve the objective. Design, layout and packaging are defined before we start and each model is tested in our state-of-the-art facilities to ensure we are able to meet your expectations.
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                Timber more_vert

                Hume Timber traces its origins back to the foundation of Hume Doors & Timber. Although the organisation’s size and scope has grown considerably since then, we remain determined to offer a premier range of timber products for all facets of the building industry. With many decades experience our team of dedicated professionals are here to offer you the right choice in timber.
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                Fibre Cement more_vert

                Hume is a supplier & distributor of fibre cement cladding, lining and flooring solutions. With design and innovation at its core, ‘Prima’ provide fibre cement building solutions perfect for both conventional and contemporary architecture. With the best price to quality ratio in its class, ‘Prima’ fibre cement delivers on value and building solutions.
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                Flush more_vert

                Inspired door designs sometimes are unable to find an elegant solution for your architectural crafted home. Use traditional flush panel doors to support the theme you want without affecting your homes visual appeal.
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                Commercial more_vert

                Precise and trusted in industrial door solutions. A fusion of precise production techniques and hand craftsmanship, our bespoke assembly process and attention to detail ensures every commercial product we produce is worthy of the Hume Commercial name.
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              Support

              Our great team provides professional service and excellent customer support.

              
                Coming Soon
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              DIY

              Hume How To DIY, with Hume How To we make it easy.

              
                Click Here
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              Innovation

              Hume Applied Technologies harnesses the significant Research & Development.

              
                Learn more
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         How to create a modern home style with the ‘wow’ factor

         One of the most popular home styles that is always in vogue is the modern home style or mid-century modern style, thanks to its elegant simplicity and functionality.



When adopting this home des...

         22 May 23
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         Unleashing the raw beauty of the Industrial Home Style

         From the gritty factories of old to the sleek modern homes of today, the Industrial home style has taken the world by storm. And now, in 2023, it’s a major trend that’s here to stay.



If you’re...

         27 Mar 23
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            About us

            Doors and manufacturing excellence are at the core of everything we do. Every door we build, every product we create, every progressive step we take is driven by our relentless pursuit of perfection.

          
          Learn more
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            Store Locator


            Hardware store locator. Find your nearest Hume Doors & Timber stockist by postcode or suburb.

          
          Learn more
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            Environment


            Hume Doors & Timber is committed to operating its entire business processes in an environmentally sustainable manner at all times. We embrace environmental awareness, protection and enhancement.

          
          Learn more
        

        

        


    

    

    

    


    

  

  
    
     
    
         Get in touch

         Choosing the right door can help you transform your home. With loads of options and factors to take into consideration, it’s a good idea to do some research to help find those doors that will fit your style. Talk to our team today.
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  Get in touch

           Make an enquiry
             Find a local store
             

  



  
    
      
        
          Download Hume Doors & Timber's product catalogue

          Learn how Hume helps make your home special with our ultimate product catalogue.

        

        
          Download PDF  
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          Hume Doors & Timber complies with Australian Standard AS 2688-2017 for the manufacture and importation of timber doors.

        

      


  
	



